Suzuki gs750 cafe

The cigarette makers sponsored the British team from till The combination of that classy black
and gold and de successes of drivers like Ayrton Senna, Mario Andretti, and Emerson Fittipaldi,
gave the John Player Special cars an iconic status, maybe even more than the Marlboro cars!
Since the donor bike was in a rubbish state, Michiel knew he was facing a pretty serious
challenge. So with his vision in mind, Michiel started collecting parts. Since gold would be the
accent color, he started looking for a suitable front fork, which he source from a Ducati The
beautiful laced wheels are from Alpina. Just like all other bits and bolts, the complete wiring
harness was renewed and rebuilt from scratch. Although we've listed the Suzuki GS-series on
our list of popular cafe racer base bikes, we don't see them that much. OK, with all the
aftermarket parts, proven engine upgradesâ€¦. The last oil-cooled model from put out a massive
hp at 10,rpm. A genuine crotch rocket with an engine that was bulletproof. Dino Maltoni fromâ€¦.
My first bike was a Suzuki SVs, I really loved the engine of this torqy 2 cylinder which gave the
bike a huge fun factor. Your email address will not be published. We roll on our readers
submissions, so if you want to show off your custom motorcycle: submit your brew! Thank you
for subscribing. Something went wrong. Skip to main content Skip to secondary menu Skip to
primary sidebar Skip to footer Home Submit your brew! Views: Related Posts. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Footer BikeBrewers. Photo credits Guest
bloggers Newsletter Privacy Advertise. Search The Blog Search the site Newsletter Signup Sign
up and be the first to see new custom bikes! For one Belgian based motorcycle enthusiast, the
JPS racing livery was the epitome of cool. Like many of us though, the notion of owning an
original JPS vehicle was an unachievable dream. So when Michiel van Son set out to rebuild a
late seventies Suzuki GS he looked to that iconic Lotus for inspiration. Before the build had
even begun Michiel started searching for parts that would fit his black and gold theme. Chosen
for its handling improvements and appropriate color scheme he purchased a Ducati set of
upside down forks. According to Michiel the fitment of the Ducati forks to the Suzuki frame was
the most challenging aspect of the build. In order to avoid modifying the frame, a custom
steering stem had to be milled and pressed into the Ducati triple tree to make it fit. Then, to stop
his clip-on handlebars from hitting the tank, the steering angle had to be reduced. With the forks
in place, the Alpina wheels were mounted along with a set of Brembo calipers and gold detail
racing rotors. To ensure everything had the fit and finish of a Formula 1 car Michiel also
replaced every visibly worn nut and bolt and even installed a completely new wiring harness.
For the bodywork, Michiel decided the best course of action was to dispatch the bikes factory
plastics. Believe it or not, the bikes slick looking fuel tank is actually a revision of the factory
unit. After clearing out some internal surface rust indents were added by cutting identical
pieces from each side of the tank then flipping them and welding them into the opposite side.
Since his Suzuki would be wearing race-bred livery Michiel wanted to ensure the Suzuki could
perform appropriately. Starting with the engine he separated the cases for what was probably
the first time in the bikes 40 year life. The internals were then completely overhauled with new
bearings and gaskets, but the biggest improvement in performance came from the fitment of a
set of Wiseco cc pistons. During the overhaul, a Dyna ignition system was also added along
with matching coils. The final go fast ingredient, a custom 4-into-2 exhaust system was
fabricated and fit with GP silencers. Once he was happy that construction was complete Michel
began applying his John Player Special Lotus inspired paint scheme. A custom seat was
upholstered in black leather with gold details that fit the bikes modified subframe. The engines
bottom end was treated to a coat of satin black paint and the bikes frame, swingarm and tank
followed suit. To see more of his work you can follow Michele Van Son on Instagram. In fact, the
JPS colorway was so loved that after being sponsored by the brand both BMW and Norton went
on to produce special edition, consumer vehicles that bore a JPS inspired scheme. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Now Week Month. Cafe Racers. Electric Motorcycle. Gear Reviews. More Stuff.
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Our newsletter delivers all the Cafe Racer news, rumors, deals and events directly to you each
week. The Suzuki GS was a in-line four, four-stroke Standard motorcycle produced by Suzuki
between and Max torque was Claimed horsepower was The arrival of the first cc Yamaha and
Suzuki four-strokes in marked a historical turning point. The former attempted to break new
ground technically with a three cylinder shaft-drive XS , while Suzuki followed the classic route
of a transverse four-cylinder layout. Kawasaki was still behind with only a twin cylinder KZ
Suzuki had previously made two costly errors of judgement. The first had been the highly
original GT three-cylinder two-stroke , which lacked sportiness and didn't conform to the
antipollution laws, and the second was the rotary-engined RE5. This time the marque was taking
no risks, and satisfied itself by producing the best possible interpretation of a well-proven

theme. Its sensible styling was inspired by the Honda CBF , while the twin overhead-camshaft
engine was comparable with the Kawasaki power unit. It took some time for the GS to make a
serious impression on the market. It quickly revealed itself as the best-balanced machine in its
category. It led the way in all aspects. The road-holding was exemplary, it was marginally faster
than any of its rivals, and its reliability was outstanding. Included in its comprehensive
equipment was a digital display on the instrument panel that showed which gear it was in! In
was joined by a big sister, the GS The engine was a air cooled in-line four, four-stroke. It came
with a 3. Stopping was achieved via single disc. The front suspension was a air, oil damped
while the rear was equipped with a oil damped, 4 damping adjustments, 5 load settings. The
GST was fitted with a 4. The bike weighed just The wheelbase was From CycleChaos. Suzuki GS
Manufacturer Suzuki. Western Power Sports. This motorcycle , scooter , or moped -related
article is a stub. You can help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if you need
help. List of Suzuki motorcycles. Categories : Standard motorcycles Motorcycle stubs Suzuki
motorcycles Suzuki GS series Naked motorcycles s motorcycles s motorcycles. Namespaces
Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at
Gear box: 5-speed Final Drive: chain Clutch: Wet multi-plate. Front: single disc. Service Manual.
Purpose Built Moto has built a fair few first bikes for people. I guess something about the
attainability of the customs we create speaks to new riders. Something that the rider will
remember and pull photos out in 40 years to show people, this was my first ever motorcycle. I
really like that thought. And then we saw the bikeâ€¦. The rusty tank had worked some magic on
the carbs and the bike shortly ran to a stop. Locky decided she needed some work so we
stepped in and started the process with him. Receiving a set of new intake manifolds, carb
rebuild, and a tune to suit the exhaust and pod filters. That bought me a little time to clear some
other projects out of the way to make room. When we got the GS back, we started chopping,
chopping the CX tank mounts, Chopping the tail, and chopping the dodged up battery and
electrics mounts. Starting fresh with a motor, frame, and wheels wrapped in some fresh Avon
tyres. Locky is a tall guy so it suited him well. The only modification to the tank was cutting out
and repairing some dents, a new petcock threat and a welded-in pop-up filler cap. Next was
finishing the tail of the subframe. The Honda tank is pretty square and angular so why would we
put a nice rounded tail hoop on it? Running through the motions next was the electrics tray,
fibreglassed to cradle the frame and creating space for the black box system, an antigravity
battery, the CDI unit and fuse block. Now we build a tail. I get to play with bikes all the fucking
time! That and I now have a lot more time to practice my craft and learn new things. Templated
with a few bits of cardboard, cut in 0. We then fashioned a simple tail tidy to hold the rear lights
and turn signals. Tail fab done! Next up the fiberglass seat pan, a bit of foam and Jamason from
Timeless Autotrim got to work stitching it up. Grey pinstripes on black leather, simple and
elegant leatherwork. Moving to the front we trimmed the front fender, built some nice headlight
mounts to hold the 5. A challenge on this bike was the rider ergonomics. Locky is a tall guy, but
the reach from seat to clip ons was way too far. Any way you looked at it something needed to
be done. I mentioned a big ugly block of ally masquerading as a triple clamp before. I would
fabricate a set of low, clip-on style bars that mount to the top of the triple clamp. This would
move the handlebars back about 70mm and mask the god awful top triple clamp at the same
time. The one thing we needed to do was add a small bikini fairing over the headlight, with the
added height of the bars, something looked a touch out of place, adding the hand bent
aluminum fairing bought things back into spec and gave us a perfect spot to mount the mini
analog speedo locky supplied us. The result is a great riding position, low down enough to feel
racer-esque, but definitely not uncomfortable on longer rides. The bar position is only
complimented by the Cognito moto rear-sets fixed to a couple of custom mounting points. The
electrical system is run by a set of 3 button switches, the PBM Black box module with an
ignition key mounted under the tank. This allows for lighting control and kill switch to be
handled simply and neatly with minimal fuss and wiring. On startup everything flashed and
beeped as it should until I hit the start keyâ€¦. After a short fault-finding expedition, the CDI was
found guilty and replaced. The GS firing up after a few turns on the starter. Neatly mounted
down the right side. Opening this bike up on a nice open straight is a treat to the senses. The
sound of a 4 cylinder will always have my heart! This Suzuki GS was always set to have a
splash of colour, I often avoid building all black bikes because I feel like it can be a little lazy.
However as we assembled the bike after the powder coat and engine paint it was undeniable
this Suzuki needed to be murdered out, with a few select details of silver. The paintwork was
done by Justin at Popbang Classics , I sketched out a simple design on the tank, black and
silver and let home do what he does! Riding this bike feels like home. The riding position feels
spacious on my semi-miniature stature and the bike has yards of power for a weekend blast
through the hills. The shaft drive giving smooth power delivery to the ground. That wraps up all

the custom work we put into this Suzuki GS For a more detailed look at the build hit the
YouTube link below for the video and test ride. Tagged under: Australian motorcycle builder ,
custom bikes australia , custom build , custom motorcycle , Custom Suzuki GS , Custom suzuki
motorcycle , motorcycle , motorcycle builder , Suzuki GS About Tom My purpose throughout
this endeavor has been delivering the build experience to those who otherwise may not have
ever had the chance. Taking an inclusive approach with your custom motorcycle project and
focusing on making you a part of the experience. In parallel to this I also pour my energy into
the manufacture of high quality, detail oriented and above all easy to install components for
your motorcycle project. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media Latest activity. Media New
media New comments Search media. Members Current visitors. Chat 7. Log in Register. Search
titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. We
noticed you are blocking ads. Most are active members of the site with small businesses.
Please consider disabling your ad blocking tool and checking out the businesses that help keep
our site up and free. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in
your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this
or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Suzuki GSe
Cafe. Thread starter jdeitz Start date Mar 18, Finished my last project and now time to start a
new one. Picked up the GS stupid cheap running with a title, so cafe time. After scrolling
through a lot of info on how to proceed I still see even for cafe bikes the gsxr is the go to for a
mash up. Was in luck and found a running complete bike no paperwork for cheap. Anyone with
any suggestions or info on what to look for or pay attention to is definitely more then welcome
to say so! All feedback is appreciated. Glue layers with 3M 80 spray adhesive Home Depot. I
have some from the cafe-style seat for the Hunley. The "hump" is just built-up on a heavy foam
block. Use 3M 80 spray adhesive to bond all and an electric carving knife NOT hers! Often you
can find tear-out or scrap padding for free. I bought the vinyl online and had an upholsterer sew
it, but wish I'd done it myself. Pidjones, nice pics! I think It came out very nice! Anyone have a
suggestion? Without having one custom made. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk.
ThrottleGift New Member. I had got the gsxr stripped down and the parts I want kept. That was
the fun part lol. Great OEM Replacement. Got some parts in to get my height back. Nice looking
parts. Are they 50mm or 75mm and how long were the fork legs before and after? I was
interested to hear what the difference in Fork length was in your case. There been any testing
on this? Interesting idea. Mine are one off custom made, but essentially the same design. Right
on! Good to hear. Sweet bike. She does look heavy. I did not think those aluminum tube threads
would be up to that. You must log in or register to reply here. JAGspeed Jan 17, MrMister Sep
23, Kanticoy Oct 16, MiniatureNinja Aug 19, N ncologerojr Jun 20, Hurco Apr 25, Noddy78 Apr
19, Bevelheadmhr Oct 16, MrMister Mar 22, This site uses cookies to help personalise content,
tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site,
you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Top Bottom. Make Suzuki.
Model GS. Model Gs Model GS Model Gs. Carbs need cleaned and synced, has turn signal
switch but no signals, spark plugs need changed, throttle needs adjusted, and a mirror is
needed. This bike is in excellent shape and runes like new it starts with one click. I had the
carburetors rebuilt and cleaned and the front forked sealed replaced just complete tuneup and
ready to go. Engine and transmission Displacement: Need to sell. Sat in my backyard for many
years. I bought a replacement engine, but the mechanic got the original one to start. I do not
have the time or money to push this project further, nor to try to part it out myself. This listing is
for the bike and and the original engine which is presently out of the bike. All reasonable offers
entertained. You will need to make arrangements to remove it from the mechanic's premises
which are in Rancho Cucamonga, California. Sold as is without any explicit or implied warranty.
No Refunds, returns, and so on. This model is considered by many to be the best of the UJM
bikes. Their handling far surpassed their rivals, and the engines are powerful and bulletproof,
modelled very closely after Kawasaki's Z-engines, with several interchangeable parts. This is a
very usable bike, even today. In fact, I ride it regularly, including on So. Cal Freeways, where it
has given me no problems in traffic. The bike runs exceptionally well. The following work was
done: Frame and bodywork repainted. Carburetors sent for specialist rebuilding with all new
parts and tuned perfectly. New brake lines and pads, discs turned and vented. New chain. New
seat. New lithium battery and charger. New tires. New speedometer and tachometer cables. New
clutch cable. NOS gear-position display the gear indicator works properly; often these are a
problem. Only problem that I know of is that the speedometer needle vibrates at high speed,
above about 85 mph. They've become few and far between on the market and for good all-round
reason. Then you can go to town modding it or go after the Holy Grail of box-stock perfection.
Overall Height: 1 mm The bike has a clear California title in my name, so there will be no

problem registering it in your state, or exporting it if you are form overseas. The usual
disclaimers apply: Deposit required within 48 hrs, or I will cancel the bid and relist the bike. Full
payment, either cash-in-hand, or a cashiers check, must be made within 7 days. The check will
have to clear before I will release the bike. Yes, that goes for a cashier's check - they can be
faked. Make a reasonable offer. Be serious. The only reason I'm selling it is because I need to
raise some money for my next project. In perfect working order. I ride it one to three times a
week. Obviously a looker. One of the most reliable engines that Suzuki ever made. It makes a
wonderful crackling backfire noise on throttle release. Quad carbs. Dual front disc brakes. Alloy
wheels. Chrome in all the right places. No oil leaks. Clean title. Current registration. So much
fun! Buy it now! A ton of work has been done to this bike, and it needs a little bit more. It comes
with all receipts dating back to , as well as some of the original stock parts carbs, etc. About 9,k
miles clocked, 3k on the engine after modifications. Has been running well all summer. Always
garaged except during summertime. Stator cover has small but hardly noticeable crack bike
was backed into by a car while parked in the street. Seat has a slight rip, oil pressure switch is a
little off. The bike is, as you will probably guess from the modifications listed below, very fast. If
you're looking for a fun and unique bike, this is it. This Suzuki GS is in excellent condition. It
has just a little over 10, miles on it and is all original with the exception of the exhaust which is a
brand new Hooker new out of the box. This bike has been well maintained and serviced.
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Suzuki GS with a clean and clear Ohio title and miles. It starts right up and runs and rides well. It
shifts perfectly through all the gears. Everything works as it should. It has newer tires front and
rear with plenty of life left. The front and rear disc brakes work well. The gas tank is clean
inside. If the deposit is not paid within 24 hours, I will cancel the sale and re-list the bike. Full
payment must be made within 3 days. The bike is being sold as is with no warrenty. I will ship
the bike world wide at the expense of the buyer. All shipping arrangements are to be made by
the buyer after full payment is received and cleared into my account. Thanks for looking. IM
miles north of greenbay wi. Selling my Suzuki gs Bike has original miles. Bike is a fun runner.
I've replaced clutch plates, plugs, mirrors, oil filter, battery, fuel lines, speedometer cable,
carburetor gaskets and jets. Needs carbs synced and float adjusted. Could use rear tire. Have
extra set of carbs, exhaust, front fender and bars. I have to many other projects and toys that
prevent me from putting more time into it. My loss is your gain. Being sold as is with no
warranty and no returns. Bike is in running order. Only original miles tires are new. Battery is
new. It needs float bowl gasket kits. I have the Hayes manual for it and extra mirror, seat, and
coil. This classic 77 Suzuki GS has been converted into a bobber. It has great tire life left and
runs strong, shifting through all the gears with ease. The rear fender is still present and holds
the brake light. The license plate has been relocated to the left side in standard form and you
will find spoked wheels!! The frame, tank and rear fender have been blacked out. The original
claimed horsepower was While the MPG was These are just stats from when the bike was
originally produced and in no way state what it does now. Appointments are available Monday
through Friday 10am-6pm. Weekend appointments are available for our out of town customers.
We offer appointments to ensure a unique one on one purchasing experience that provides the
customer with the attention they deserve. Low Country Customs has been a dealer for over 10
years specializing in pre-owned unique cars, trucks, cruisers, sportbikes, choppers and Harley
Davidson motorcycles. We have sold vehicles and motorcycles all over the world and can assist
in shipping anywhere in the US and internationally. We have been a top five dealer for all the big
chopper manufactures such as Bourget, American Ironhorse and Big Dog. We strive to make
your online purchase as easy as possible. Our mission is to provide high quality vehicles at a
reasonable cost and to keep all of our customers satisfied. We have a great selection of lending
possibilities and accept all sorts of trades. We encourage you to make an appointment to see
the crew and unique inventory here at Low Country Customs. We look forward to seeing you! If
you have any questions feel free to call us at to get you riding on or in the vehicle of your
dreams! Make Custom Built Motorcycles. Model Bobber. Everything that could be stripped off
the bike has been. There is no charge system so you get about and hour and half of ride time
before recharge is required. There is no front brake just a rear disc. The rear also has been
hardtailed. It is a kick start only. Usually fires up on the 3rd kick. I do have a spare parts bike
which will be included so you can put parts back on if wanted. The tires are in so-so condition
they hold air well but are a little checked. This bike is not meant for a daily driver its more of a
novelty and not for a novice, but I do ride it around town and it runs and handles well. I have no

idea how many miles are on the bike there are no gauges. It does come with a clear title. Local
pickup only, unless otherwise agreed upon Please ask questions if you have them. Tail Bobber.
A Head turner. Serious buyer. I have pics of the bike as it was when I received it Here are the
details.. Tires are in nice usable condition.. Also the chrome Bridge under the headlight is
pitted.. Just ask or feel free to call me during EST hours.. Sorry, too many problems in the past..
Model Gs I have several other items that came with the motorcycle including a clymer repair
manual with detailed notes in the margins. It was my grandfather's bike, but it's becoming to
much for me to take care of because of its age. Small dent on the tank. I planned on making it a
cafe racer, but ran into some issues with the title and don't feel like dealing with it, and I've got a
baby on the way so I don't have the time to. The bike is registered to me, but the title issues
mean I don't have a title, all I've got is a bill of sale. The bike ran before being disassembled, and
the engine mechanical and electrical weren't disturbed, so it should be easy to reassemble. The
tank and fenders are stripped, and the rear section was shortened. I need the space, so any
reasonable offer will be considered. Up for sale is a Suzuki GS in excellent to like new condition.
As I stated the bike has been reconditioned not restored. It has a new seat, new tires,new
electronic ignition,new paint,new battery,pipes have been replaced,motor has been rebuilt and
runs very strong. Bike also comes with cover as shown, a custom rack, and engine guard. All
chrome is in very good condition. Bike is a daily driver or a show bike. I am a member of AMCA
and a picture of the bike and its sister bike were in the calender. No warranty is implied or given.
Shipping is at the buyers expense. This bike is in such great low-mile condition and collectable,
paint was left original. OEM carbs rebuilt, intakes re-sealed, stock airbox and exhaust in
excellent condition. New oem tank and side cover emblems, battery, tires and tubes, Barnett
clutch, cables, sprockets and final drive chain. This bike now starts, stops, runs and looks
great. Ride it anywhere or add it to your static collection. I restore and renew many classic
bikes, tis is a favorite, but I can't keep them all. It is a 38 year old motorcycle, so it is not new, it
is in very good to excellent condition, with any and all reasonable issues addressed. Clear blue
title, of course. Original, and complete tool kit, owners manual are included. Original skinny
forks, handlebars and single disk brake available upon request. Bike is for sale locally, so I may
end this auction early. Get it now if you want a delightful, honest and collectable first-year GS
We opted to keep the engine stock-ish and street-able with oem carbs rebuilt, intakes re-sealed,
stock airbox and exhaust. Some normal wear items were evident, so we installed n
2008 honda civic timing chain
grizzly electric motor
1990 camaro iroc z specs
ew oem tank and side cover emblems, battery, tires and tubes, new Barnett clutch, oem cables,
sprockets and final drive chain. This bike now starts, stops, runs and looks excellent. I restore
and renew many classic bikes, but am smitten with this one and its original unmolested
condition. So buy and pay for it, or I'll just keep it in my collection and enjoy the compliments at
bike night and rewarding rides through hill country. Original, and complete tool kit, owners
manual and chrome handlebars are all included. Original skinny forks and single disk brake
available upon request. Alamo Heights, TX. Bayfield, CO. Gresham, OR. Ravenscroft, TN. North
Fork, CA. Alamo, CA. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for
Sale Gs Suzuki. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Suzuki Model Gs Prev 1 2 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear
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